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September's splittist vote for the region of Scotlandshire was exposed as a sham today
when it emerged the referendum was organised only by people on the Yes side of the
debate.

  

Lowly Labour activist for the Scotlandshire region, Dunkin' Haver-Shall, waded into what was
called a Twitter row but what was actually just another day on Twitter.

  

Mr Haver-Shall rightly pointed out that UKOK heads were correct to ignore taking part in a
debate on the mysterious islet village of Glasgow as it would be overrun by the likes of Yes
supporters, as well as the "wildly neutral" hosts, the Electoral Reform Society.

  

Radical spin-off gang Yes Glasgow claimed to have offered UKOK heads the chance to co-host
and co-organise the debate event but the scheme failed to trick the Positively No side.

  

Mr Haver-Shall said: "They don't fool us. A debate for undecideds, chaired by an undecided is
grandstanding on a massive scale. The false offer to let us co-host shows us their true colours -
they know fine our three activists can't just show up to this...this "Glasgow", wherever that is,
with only four months notice.

  

"Alex Salmond could stop this charade right now if he wanted to, but his silence speaks
volumes."

  

Cybernat strategist Colin Dunn, who posts under the horrifyingly vile 'ZARKWAN', pointed out
to Mr Haver-Shall  that he can’t possibly vote on 18th September seeing as it’s a Yes-organised
referendum.

  

The realisation is expected to hit the front pages tomorrow.
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https://twitter.com/Zarkwan/status/461487723090833408
https://twitter.com/Zarkwan/status/461487723090833408
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Nat 'Don't Call Me Nat' McGarry, a spokesperson for Yes Glasgow, said: "You better put down
Natalie, you hear me? It's Natalie!"
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